FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

CONFIDENTIAL

REPORTING OFFICE: BUTTE
OFFICE OF ORIGIN: BUTTE
DATE: 11/28/73
INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD: 3/9/73 - 11/21/73

TITLE OF CASE: THE COVERED WAGON (TCW), (GI COFFEE HOUSE)

REPORT MADE BY: GEORGE T. SINCLAIR, JR.
CHARACTER OF CASE: IS - REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES

REFERENCES:
Report of SA R. W. CHRISTENSEN, Butte, 3/13/73;
Butte teletype to Bureau, 7/20/73, captioned "MARK LANE, aka, SM - SUBVERSIVE";
Butte teletype to Bureau, 9/21/73, captioned "MARK LANE, aka, SM - SUBVERSIVE";
WFO nitel to Butte, 9/26/73, (Interoffice), captioned "MARK LANE, aka, SM - SUBVERSIVE".

CONVICTED
FUGITIVES CLAIMED
ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED
CONVICTIONS
NONE
ACQUITALS
CASE HAS BEEN
PENDING OVER ONE YEAR
NO
PENDING PROSECUTION
OVER SIX MONTHS
X

APPROVED

SPECIAL AGENT
IN CHARGE
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6. Bureau (100-6663, 43)(156)
  (1-100-404-763 - Lane)
  (1-105-192-165 - Kegan)
  (1-100-44824 - Vivan/Gross)
  (1-100-476-369 - Ackerman)

Dissemination Record of Attach'd Report

Agency: CSS
Request Recl.
Date: 12/6/73
Raw Fwd: Y
Sy:
58046 22973
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ADMINISTRATIVE

This report is classified "Confidential" as unauthorized disclosure could reasonably be expected to damage security by compromising an informant who is furnishing valuable information on a continuing basis relative to Vietnam Veterans Against the War/Winter Soldier Organization (VVAV/WSO) and The Covered Wagon activities.

INFORMANTS

Identity of Source

BT T-1 is JACK STREETER,
Real Estate Salesman,
FRANK ULLAKEY REALTY
COMPANY, Mountain Home,
Idaho (by request)

BT T-2 is BT 545-SI

BT T-3 is WILLIAM F. HORN,
Special Agent, Office of
Special Investigations,
Mountain Home Air Force
Base, Mountain Home, Idaho
(by request)

Location

Instant report

100-3224, Serials 220,
228 and 231, and
instant report

Instant report
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